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$500 Worth Of Classics Scheduled

New Radio-Phonograph And Record Collection Will Be Run By Kiva

Illinois Tech students have been looking forward to the opportunity to hear classical music on the campus for a long time. Now, through the efforts of Kiva and Pat Kennedy, the group president, a large collection of classical records will be made available to interested music lovers.

Kiva will hold its first meeting of the season tonight at 7:30 in the North Union lounge. During the meeting, a committee will be appointed to purchase records with the $500 appropriation for this purpose. They will mark the beginning of a new musical library which will be achieved in the coming semester.

The radio-phonograph has already been installed in the North Union lounge, President Kennedy indicated that all those interested are strongly invited to present at the first meeting.

The organization derives its name from groups formed years ago by students at Kiva among those Indians were equivalent to fraternities and sororities in some universities. Their main purpose was to get together. The phonograph was included in the building in which they met so that the organization would have a place of its own. At the first meeting, the group was reorganized and a new name was chosen.

Kiva was developed from the inspiration of Dr. J. C. Haylak in the spring of 1944. Object of the group is to provide opportunities for students to have fun and to share common cultural interests.

All School Assembly Will Hear Sporhes

Raymond J. Sporhes, Institute treasurer, will address an all-school assembly Thursday afternoon. The assembly will be held in the gymnasium and will open with a roll call of all students present, followed by a presentation of the school colors.

The assembly will conclude with a brief address by Mr. Sporhes on the importance of good citizenship. He will stress the importance of cooperation among students and faculty members in maintaining a high standard of education and conduct.

The assembly will be followed by a brief discussion period during which students will be encouraged to express their views on various topics of general interest.

Prohibits Notices On Walls

John P. White, dean of students, has announced that notices or signs will not be posted on any school building. The policy was adopted to prevent the display of notices on campus which may be misleading or objectionable to the students. To meet the requirements of this policy, all notices must be submitted to the dean for approval before they are posted.
Cafeteria Is A Mess

Some students can talk their way out of quizzes, others can go without sleep night after night, but most of us, big or little, need our sleep at least 6 hours a night. Because of this natural phenomenon the student body has become aware of an appalling situation in the South Union Cafeteria. Plates are not cleaned efficiently. The blame does not rest upon any one individual. It rests on many, including ourselves.

We can improve considerably in both the cafeteria and lounge by bringing our dirty dishes to the receiving point on the south side of the room. A receiving deposit on the north side of the room is not convenient. Another one is needed in the lounge for those of us who eat there.

The South Union cafeteria has been open for a number of weeks. The milk shakes, malts, and sodas have been made among the best in Chicago. Unfortunately, clean drinking glasses are a rarity at the water fountain. Cans of milk are missing at the head of the line. Dishes for bread and rolls are Operating. They are, however, often sanded on the table and do not always go to the customers. Paper napkins are soaked on all tables at times, but appear shortly after it is called to cafeteria management's attention. This should not be necessary.

To have the type of eating conditions we want, the cafeteria must cooperate with us. We must cooperate with them. Neither one of us can do the job alone.

One Half Dollar Won't Hurt Us

"Family style" is the rule at the University, we are told. "Children of the family" is the rule in the dormitories, but what about those who live off campus? We, the students of the University, are the "family", but we are not being treated as such. The expenses of living off campus are much higher than those in the dormitories. The cost of living in the dormitories is quite high, but it is not as high as the cost of living off campus. The cost of living off campus is much higher than the cost of living in the dormitories.

The Community Fund is conducting its annual campaign this month to provide funds for 100 charitable institutions in Chicago for care of the needy. This week the members of the ITUSA, Alpha Phi Omega, and the ITVets, asked for contributions from each of us, and the response was enthusiastic. Let's put forth every effort to reach this goal.

Letters To The Editor

Reader Hits "Minority Rule" In Student Government; Lackadaisical Attitude Of Technicians Cited As Cause

Mr. Fred Smith, President of the Student Government, has been criticized by some students for his lack of action on certain issues. Mr. Smith has been criticized for his lack of action on the issue of minority rule in the Student Government. Mr. Smith has been criticized for his lack of action on the issue of the lackadaisical attitude of technicians. Mr. Smith has been criticized for his lack of action on the issue of the lackadaisical attitude of technicians.

Improving The Registration Procedure

In our opinion, the present system of registration should be improved. It is not satisfactory to have students register for classes on a first-come, first-serve basis. The present system of registration should be improved. It is not satisfactory to have students register for classes on a first-come, first-serve basis. The present system of registration should be improved. It is not satisfactory to have students register for classes on a first-come, first-serve basis.

For Big Time Basketball

"For Big Time Basketball" is a column written by John Smith, a member of the ITUSA. John Smith is a member of the ITUSA. John Smith is a member of the ITUSA. John Smith is a member of the ITUSA.

Slipstick

"Slipstick" is a column written by Jane Doe, a member of the ITUSA. Jane Doe is a member of the ITUSA. Jane Doe is a member of the ITUSA. Jane Doe is a member of the ITUSA.
Prophet Awards Are Increased

Basketball Outlook Gloomy But Team Displays Spirit

Sports Personality Of The Week

Senior Mech's
Jr. Gremlins Win
Retain American and National League Lead

Pigskin Prophet Awards Are Increased

Ducks To Pro Games As First Prize

Hurb Zaltzman Wins Initial Contest: Ron Urrich Captured By W. J. Wagnerhouse

Take the Irish of Notre Dame, we have before every game, take the rest of Providence Laois, we get bigger every week.

We're no worse than the better than the 300 units that were shipped into the contest last by 4 p.m. Friday, the first prize of $1,000 in the Prophet of the 1960-61 season was awarded.

Jim Wandsphersh (left) is shown presenting Hurb Zaltzman first prize in the first of the Prophet Awards. Over 300 prizes were awarded.

Basketball Outlook Gloomy But Team Displays Spirit

Coach Ed Glancy was reluctant to paint a bright picture of the Chalmers' cripple future last week as he picked a list of 30 candidates for varsity material.

"Our prospects don't look to bright at present," he observed.

"However, I am pleased with the hustle and enthusiasm with which the squad is being worked out. I feel that the team can be improved by the time the season opens."

Glancy is patterning the squad around a pair of varsity lettersiffs-Captain Bill Searle, a six-foot center, and Earl Bergquist, a six-foot two-inch junior. Smart set the evening's high point by flipping in 166 points in 18 games. Bergquist pumped 166 points through the hoop in seven games.

Other branches of mophony - Pete Peterson, Roger Bezenhirt, Bob Martin, Bill Stewart, and Paul Best are the Winston Elsberry, a field of 30 candidates for the freshman team. The younger squad has an edge in height over the varsity with Bob Voskuil and Roger Kraft being the only two players taller than the freshmen.

Sports Personality Of The Week

"The team was hard hit by the loss of Art Parkinson," Glancy said.

Under The Sportlight

By Ken Thompson

The basketball schedule is about complete, eighteen varsity games have been confirmed and a game withwinnipeg U. is in the making. Those games will be the highlight for the season.

The intramural basketball schedule could be composed of four teams in the varsity league and four teams in the intermediate league. The season will open with the Lawrence game at Asaph, Wisconsin, November 30. No home game is scheduled before the 18th of December.
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The Saga of The Mighty Bouley; Football Stardom To Obscurity

By "Wild Bill" Parker

November 30, 1942

The explosion of Notre Dame's football team was one of the most spectacular in the history of the sport. Following a string of outstanding performances, the team's star player, Bouley, had been declared the "Mighty Bouley" by the nation's press.

Despite the loss of Bouley, the team continued to perform well, and by the end of the season, they had secured a place in the national championship game. The game was highly anticipated, with fans from across the country flocking to the stadium.

In the end, the team fell short, but Bouley's legacy lived on. He had proven that even in the face of adversity, it is possible to rise to the top and inspire others. The story of Bouley's rise and fall continues to be told, reminding us of the power of determination and resilience.

---

Coke refreshes bowling teams and spectators

Zing... and the damage is done.

A bullet intended for game officials exposes an exposed telephone cable.

Instantly, hundreds of wires are open to the rain's corrosive attacks. Instantly, too, nitrogen gas stored in the cable under pressure begins its slow escape, keeping dangerous moisture out.

And as the gas pressure falls, a small contact closes and an alarm is sent to a small telephone station miles away.

Through mathematical plotting the break is readily located, and within minutes, an emergency crew is on its way. Repairs are frequently made before telephone service is interrupted.

This alarm system is just one of countless examples of what reflects the intricate and comprehensive system of checks and balances that keep our world running smoothly.

---

30 miles away!
Electrical Societies Sponsor Assembly For All EE Majors

The all-electrical assembly was held October 14 for the introduction of LT's student electrical assembly activities to IIT's electrical students. Due to the success of this assembly, from 10 to 11 a.m. that day, many potential electrical engineers and students were interviewed by members of the faculty at the faculty table. The program included a talk by Dr. R. B. Whiteael on "Human Engineering" and a talk by representatives of participating groups.

School Gains New Metallurgy Expert

The department of metallurgy has announced the appointment of Dr. H. T. Ishida as associate professor of metallurgical engineering at Illinois Institute of Technology. Dr. Ishida was recently appointed to this position.

ARF Offers Research Fellowships; Five Receive First Annual Awards

Under a recently incorporated plan, the Armour Research Foundation is now offering fellowships to assist promising people in getting training in the field of electrical engineering and science. The fellowships are intended to attract graduates from accredited engineering colleges.

National Student Association elects and delegates gather for final elections on NSA assembly held last Tuesday. Students from all schools will be represented at the assembly, which met at 7:30 p.m. in Science Hall. The assembly was called to order by Dr. R. B. Whiteael, chairman of the meeting, who welcomed all members present.

Panel three, the fourth in the series of NSA activities, will be held on Tuesday, September 19. The subject will be "International Activities of Students." The meeting will be held in the Assembly Room, and the program will be announced in the next issue of The Student. The meeting will be open to all students.

The Three Sears

The three Sears are: Miss Vera Sears, Miss Susan Sears, and Miss Joan Sears.

"Sleepy Time Gal"

What's new in RCA? See for yourself! The newest disk by The Three Sears for RCA Victor.

ZIP

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!
Invitation Extended

An invitation has been extended to the Industrial Engineering Department for an exhibit at the 6th Annual Conference of the Industrial Management Society at the Stoughton Hotel November 5 through November 7.

Statistics May Pick Up Rings

Three students who placed their orders for rings and paid the deposit were able to pick them up at the Stoughton Hotel, Tuesday, November 7. The balance due must be paid at this time.

Concert in Milwaukee Planned for Nov. 16

A concert to be given Sunday evening, November 16, will commence with a series of three successive programs presented by the Illinois Tech Music Department. The concert will begin at 8 p.m. in the Westmeade Community Church at 96th street and Westchester Avenue in Hersey, Illinois.

Following the Sunday evening performance, the department, under the direction of C. G. Karch, will present a variety of Alibi-United Company of Friday evening and at the Dominican College for Women in Milwaukee on the same evening.

"Chesterfield"

ARE NO STRANGERS
THEY'RE ALWAYS WELCOME

(ING CROSBY

APPEARING WITH
BARRY FITZGERALD IN PARADISE'S
"WELCOME STRANGER"

ABC

Always Buy
CHESTERFIELD

A ALWAYS MILD
B BETTER TASTING
C COOLER SMOKING

The sum-total of smoking pleasure
They Satisfy

© 1947 Chesterfield Tobacco Co.